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Bibilography

● Textbooks:
– Aneurin Evans: The Dusty Universe

– Enrik Krügel: The Physics of Interstellar Dust

– Bruce Draine: Physics of the Interstellar and Intergalactic Medium

– Douglas Whittet: Dust in the Galatic Environment, IoP

– A.G.G.M. Tielens: The Physics and Chemistry of the Interstellar Medium

● Reviews:
– Bruce Draine 2003 Annual Review Astronomy Astrophysics 41, 241: grain 

physics

– Thomas Henning 2010 ARAA 48, 21: silicate grains

– Boogert et al. 2015 ARAA (astro-ph/1501.05317): ices

– A. Jones (astro-ph/1411.6666v1): carbonaceous grain models



  

Physics and chemsitry of dust grains

● Dust composition
– Refractory and carbonaceous grains

● Depletion of elements: gas to dust mass ratio
● Interaction of light with dust

– Optical constants
– Scattering, absorption and emission (polarization)

● Extinction law
● Interplay between gas and dust

– Freeze-out and ice
– Surface chemsitry will be discussed in an other talk

● Special case: very small grains and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)
● Not treated in this lecture: formation, growth, and destruction of dust grains, 

radiative transfer



Evidence for interstellar dust

● Dark clouds: absence of stars on photographic plates, large 
scale CCD imaging

● Reflection nebulae
● Reddening of starlight: continuous extinction (1920s-1930s)
● Polarization of starlight by ISM
● Continuous infrared emission from clouds
● Diffuse galactic light (entire Galaxy as “reflection nebula”)

Draine 2003, ARAA



  

Dust study started as a nuisance

● Trumpler and others (1930): light from stars are being absorbed on the way to Earth

● The absorption is wavelength-dependent (Rudnick 1936)

● 1941 Henyey and Greenstein proposed their scattering formula to study diffusion (ApJ 93, 70): 
ISM dust grains should have high albedo and strongly forward scattering

● 1940-1947 Spitzer and Oort & van der Hulst started to describ the properties of interstellar grains 
and their effects on the physiscs and chemistry of the ISM. Many of the principle ideas were 
already proposed

– H2 formation of grain surfaces (van der Hulst)

– Grain photoelectric effect and heating of the gas

– Grain charging

– Gas-grain surface thermal accomodation

– Composition: Dirty ice grains (Oort & van der Hulst 1946)

● By 1950 all the ideas and issues are in place… Many of them are still the subjects of researches 
and debates (e.g., composition)

● Understanding dust requires many aspects of physics and chemistry

For a complet account, see Li A. & Greenberg J.M. 2002 „In Dust we trust: An overview of observations 
and theories of interstellar dust“ astro-ph/024392



  

Barnard 68

Alves et al., Nature



Extinction curves

● Usually extinction curves are only shown in optical/near-UV
● 2175 Å bump seen for all lines of sight, but with varying height
● Standard curve works well on average in diffuse clouds, but 

many deviations occur for individual lines of sight
● Extinction curve in dense clouds different in infrared due to 

presence of ices



What do we want to know about interstellar grain?
● Their composition:

– Consistent with observed abundances (comparison between stellar and interstellar 
abundances: depletion)

– Consistent with the solid-state physics (condensation sequence, thermodynamic 
stability of the components, structural changes)

– Constrained by solid state absorption/emission features (specific to the solid, its 
structure)

– Should be the precursors of presolar (meteoritic) grains 
● Their size (distribution):

– Can be constrained from:
● Extinction
● Emission (shape of the emission features)

● Their interaction with light:

– Absorption

– Scattering: the grain shape, size, and composition are important factor

● Their role in the thermodynamics of the gas:

– Photoelectric heating of the gas

– Gas-grain thermal accomdation 
● Their role in the chemistry:

– Surface chemistry: formation of H2, H2O, CH3OH, …, gas species freeze-out



Typical size of interstellar grain

● Reddening and polarization    particles must have size  
wavelength of  visible light: 2a/  1

● Much of mass of interstellar dust happens to be in particles with   a 
 0.15 m

● If a was much larger or smaller, the discovery of interstellar dust 
would be much more difficult

● Continuous and smooth extinction curve implies a continuous 
distribution of grain sizes



  

Interaction of dust grains with light



  

Interaction between the EM field 
and a dust grain

Grain parameters:
 grain composition
 grain size
 grain shape
 grain orientation 

(polarization observations)



Refractive index and dielectric constant

 Refractive index: 

 Dielectric constant:

  Consider homogeneous sphere with isotrpic refractive 
index m or dielectrc constant 
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Optical constants: feature~harmonic oscillator



  

Dust absorption and 
scattering

● x = 2p|m-1|a/

● m = n+ik

– n optical constant: real part

– k imaginary part responsible for the 
absorption and emission

● a radius of the grain

●  wavelength

● Qext = Qabs+ Qsca

● Rayleigh-Jeans limit when

x << 1

● Geometrical optics when x>>1

● Mie theory required when x~1

● Opacity from databases

Figures from B. Draine Physics of the Interstellar and Intergalactic Medium



Light-scattering by 
particles

• Diffraction: alteration of the 
direction without photon-grain 
contact

• Reflection at the surface

• Refraction: partial absorption, the 
remaining photon paths are 
modified

Most photons are elastically scattered 
(Qsca>Qabs, albedo w = Qsca/Qext > 0.5)



Large grains are not compact spheres

IDP. Image Credit NASA



How to compute Q
sca

 and Q
abs

 for large 
porous grains?

● More accurate way: use codes based on Discrete Dipole 
Approximation (DDA method invented by B. Draine). But very 
costly

● Alternative: use the Distribution of Hollow Sphere mehod (DHS 
Michel Min): fast, just need to compute a serie of hollow sphere Q 
using simple Mie theory codes



Dust composition
& structure



  

Dust grain composition from elemental depetion 
(missing from the gas-phase)



Candidate constituents for interstellar dust:
mass gas/mass dust ~ 100

 Constituent Abundance At. weight M/MH

carbon 2.510–4 12 0.0030

magnesium 4.010–5 24 0.0010

iron 3.410–5 56 0.0019

silicon 3.810–5 28 0.0011

20% of oxygen 0.24.510–4 16 0.0014

total 0.0084



  

What do element depletions suggest?

● Refractory species (ie species with condensation temperature > a few 
100K) are highly depleted:

● Carbon (up 50-70%?) and oxygen are slightly depleted

● This suggests the existence of carbon-rich solids and oxygen-rich 
refractories



Solid thermodynamic condensation sequence

P = 1.67e-4 (nH/1E15) (T/1200) bar

With a Solar Abundance (C/O<1) we expect solid grains being composed of silicates:
Consistent with the observed depletion from the gas phase 

Angela K. Speck et al. 2011 ApJ 740 93

Ebel et al. 2006: http://research.amnh.org/~debel/vapors1/vapors1.html



Effect of the elemental C/O ratio

Presolar grains and observations of SiC suggest that some grains are formed 
in carbon-rich environements



What can be the internal thermodynamical structures?

• Solids exist in few forms:

• Amorphous: no long-range patterns

• Thermodynamically less-stable

• Formed during fast condensation

• Breaking of long-range patterns can be caused by cosmic-ray 
bombardments

• Crystalline: short- and long-range patterns

• Thermodynamically stable

• Requires time for the orientation rearrangment: slow condensation

• Amorphous to crystalline structure upon warm-up

• Polycrystalline: islands of crystals but no long range pattern



Large varieties of solid structures

Figure 1 from Disordered Silicates in Space: A Study of Laboratory Spectra of "Amorphous" Silicates
Angela K. Speck et al. 2011 ApJ 740 93 doi:10.1088/0004-637X/740/2/93



  

 Stetching & bending  
modes occur in both 
amorphous and 
crystalline solids

Lattice (phonon) 
modes exist  only in 
crystalline solids

http://research.amnh.org/~debel/vapors1/vapors1.html


Amorphous vs Crystalline silicate: structure and 
spectral signatures 

SiO
4

Si-O stretching

Si-O bending

Phonon modes

Molster et al. 2005



10 micron silicate features from ISM to Giant star via 
protoplanetary disks and comets

Molster et al. 2005

Red giant

Diffuse ISM

Protoplanetary disks



Grain feature spectroscopy: disk grain features 
match cometary grain feartures

Waelkens et al. 1996, A&A, 315, L245.

Comet Hale-Bopp 6 Oct 1996

HD 100546

PAH

Foresterite Mg2SiO4
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Foresterite is a "primordial"
constituent of Solar dust

Protoplanetary disk

Magnesium rich olivine:
Where is the iron?



Direct comparison with meteoritic samples 
(grains)

Morlok+2014, Icarus



Typical dust model

● There cannot be much more dust than 0.01 MH, because 
that uses up all elements (Purcell)

● Typical model:
– 2/3 of carbon used for carbonaceous material

– Essentially all Mg, Fe, Si and 20% of O in (Mg,Fe)2SiO4 

consistent with the observational depletion pattern and the 
physics of solid condensation

– Some SiC if grains are formed in carbon-rich environments
● Recent lowering of elemental abundances may require 

even larger fraction of carbon in dust (50%?)



  

B. Draine Physics of the Interstellar and Intergalactic Medium



  

Carbonaceous grains

● Up to 50% of the available carbon can be locked insolid form



  

The six allotropes of solid carbon

● a: diamond
● b: graphite
● c: graphene (discovered 

2004)
● d: amorphous carbon

● e: C60

● f: carbon naotube



Solid carbon: determining the solid carbon 
structure from IR C-H bond strenghts

sp2

Aromatic
C-C bond

sp3 
Aliphatic 
C-C bond

Graphite= multi-layed graphene



  

 Graphite as cabonaceous material

● Graphite is an optically anisotropic, uniaxial crysta

● Graphene is a single-layed graphitic sp2 carbon

● Proposed by Stecher 1965 as a potential ISM 
dust compoment

● Use in the standard Astronomical Dust grain 
model (Draine & Lee 1984, Li & Draine 2001)

● Advantage:

– Resilience (can survive the UV field in diffuse 
ISM)

● Disadvantages:

– Absorption of photons produce resonance 
peaks (plasma oscillations)

● Absorption by p electrons gives rise to a 
feature at 217.5 nm

● Absorption by s electrons: feature at ~ 80 
nm

● Both features are not observed!

Image credit wikipedia (CC)

Weak covalent bond

Strong covalent bond



PAHs (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons)

aromatic ring



Solid carbon: determining the solid carbon 
structure from IR C-H bond strenghts

Diamond: pure alphatic (sp3) IR signature

Glassy carbon, graphite,
graphene

a-C:H amorphous carbon

Diffuse medium observations

No stable
Carbon 
solid
species

Ternary diagram from 
Chiar et al. 2013

Infrared signature
C-H strentching bonds
sp3 2800-3000 /cm
sp2 3000-3100 /cm
sp  ~3300 /cm

sp2/sp3 to discriminate
candidates

1 /cm = 1e4 micron

PAHs
Pure aromatic C-H bond



Hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-HAC)

• Amorphous carbon: combination 
of aliphatic and aromatic bonds 
(varying sp2/sp3)

• hydrogenated: rich in C-H bonds
• can also be aromatic-rich, H-

poor
• Duley, Jones, & Williams 1989
• Advantages: 

• can match the observed 
sp2/sp3 in the diffuse ISM

• detected in Interstellar Dust 
Particles (IDPs): although 
more aromatic

• Disadvantages:
• Not unique opacity!

Dartois et al. 2005



Dartois 2004, 2005

High sp2/sp3

Low sp2/sp3

sp3

sp2



Coming from the Solar System side: 
Interplanetary Dust Particles (IDPs) and 

meteorites

Amorphous carbon in IDPs: more
aromatic during incorporation from
Diffuse to disk grains or during
IDP atmospheric entry? (see G. Munoz Caro, 2006 A&A)



Chiar et al. Hydrocarbon Dust evolution model (2013,  ApJ 770, 78), originally proposed
by Jones 2009, ASP 414 (Ed. Henning, Grün, Steinacker)
a-HAC are precursors of the PAHs



Cold grains: ices in cold dark clouds

 Grains may coagulate  →  alter size distribution

 Grains may acquire mantles of molecular ices consisting 
of mix of H2O, CO, CO2, CH3OH, …

 This is evidenced by absorption bands due to solid-state 
features in dense clouds towards embedded and 
background IR sources



  

Condensation 
temperature of 

various 
molecules

Yamamoto 1983



Icy dust model main mantle component is water

or > 0.5 microns?



Interstellar ice absorptions

Boogert et al. 2015 ARAA

Dartois et al.



Crystalline Water ice 
opacity

• Temperature 
dependence at 
cm and m 
wavelengths

Warren, S. G., and R. E. Brandt (2008), Optical constants of ice from the ultraviolet to the microwave: A revised 
compilation. J. Geophys. Res., 113, D14220 + Hudgins et al. 1993, ApJS 86, 713 for amorphous ices

http://www.atmos.washington.edu/ice_optical_constants/

3 microns
k

n



106 sites

Tielens & Hagen (1982); Tielens & Allamandola (1987); Hasegawa et al. (1992); 
Tielens 1993; Cazaux & Tielens (2002); Cuppen & Herbst (2005); Cazaux et al. (2008); 
Garrod (2008) 

Surface Chemistry

quantum tunneling

thermal hopping



Fast diffusion and association reactions
 

  REACTANTS:  MAINLY MOBILE  ATOMS AND RADICALS
           A   +    B   →    AB     association (grain=third body)

H   +    H   →  H2

 
H   +    X   →   XH  (X = O, C, N, CO,  etc.)

 

  WHICH CONVERTS (Hydrogenation) 
 
  O → OH  → H2O

 
C →  CH → CH2 → CH3 → CH4

 
N → NH → NH2 → NH3

 
CO → HCO → H2CO → H3CO → CH3OH

e.g. Watson & Salpeter 1972; Tielens & Hagen 1982; Hasegawa et al. 1992; Caselli et al. 1993; Cuppen & 
Herbst 2005; Garrod et al. 2008; Cazaux et al. 2010

Accretion 

Diffusion+Reaction

10/[Tk
1/2 n(H2)/

(104 cm-3)] days

tqt(H) 10-5-10-3 s

Slide from Paola Caselli



Temperature fluctuations of a small grain (a = 5 nm)

 Heating by 
individual visible 
photons 

 Cooling by many 
far-IR photons

 Each spike is 
labeled by photon 
energy in eV

 Time between 
spikes is one hour

Observed emission suggests at 5% of grain mass must be in very small 
     particles with a~5-50 Å

B. Draine



  

The role of dust grains in the gas 
thermodynamics



hot e-UV, visible

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon

UV
hot e-

Silicate dust grain

IR emission: 
SED

PAH IR bands

H2 H2
*e-

Photoelectric heating

Ref. Spitzer 1946, Tielens, ...

Gas heated by gas-grain collisions (Tgas<Tdust)

H2

H2
*

H2
*

H2
Gas cooled by gas-grain collisions (Tgas>Tdust)

H

H*

H*, H2
*

OI, CII, CO, ... OI*, CII*, CO*, ...

Rotational/rovibrational emission

Rotational/rovibrational absorption

e-

e-

HCO+

H+ CO

recombination

electron attachment

e-

photodetachment

photoionization

The Role of dust grain in the 
heating/cooling of the ISM gas



L-Alanine L-Aspartic Acid L-Glutamine Glycine

~70 amino acids have been identified in meteorites; 
21 of these are used in life.  

Pre-biotic molecules in meteorites

Enrichment in D and 15N, as found in pre-stellar cores and protostars

Slide from Paola Caselli



Dust grains play an important role in the gas thermal 
balance and in the chemistry leading to life
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